Allan and I want to thank you all for the most wonderful trip we have ever experienced!!
From beginning to end it was flawless and filled with delightful and unexpected surprises. Our guide,
Seif, was fantastic and amazing (I'm sorry,I can't seem to stop talking without superlatives). Seif's
professionalism, experience, knowledge, charm and his obvious love for his job, all combined to give us a
perfect safari. He immediately picked up on the extent of our enthusiasm and interest and he went out of
his way to give us the best opportunities and experiences possible.
The lodges and camps were amazing and the hospitality and warmth we found there is unsurpassable…
The visits to local native villages gave us an insight to the culture of the people and has stimulated us to
learn more.
In the Serengeti, we were serenaded to sleep with the sounds of hyenas, lions, elephants and a few other
unidentifiable sounds. The wildlife sightings in the Serengeti were nothing short of amazing--leopards,
cheetahs, wildebeests by the thousands. It was all breathtaking and really beyond description.
In the Selous, more wonderful surprises awaited us. We were bowled over by our luxurious
accommodation complete with our own fantastic outdoor shower!! At night the hippos came up to graze
on the grass beside our tent....so close we could hear them chewing! What a thrill. This camp has a
superb chef and we had several wonderful dining experiences.
The walking safari was so educational .Who knew that animal poop could tell you so much? We actually
enjoyed that morning very much and what a great surprise it was to find a full breakfast set up for us
beside the lake .Another special part of experiences here were the boat safaris. The birds were incredibly
beautiful and we saw a lot of wildlife from the boat as well. Having sundowners on the river, gave us
another memory to hold.
We really do feel that we had the perfect safari and I feel that this is due to the fact we chose Africa
Adventure Company to help us make our dream come true. Thank you, Thank you.
Allan and Connie Young

